Now you’re a
Consultant

Getting started with Paparazzi is easy
and can be a life changing experience.
Most of Paparazzi’s Consultants not only use Paparazzi as a way to
generate additional income, but also as a way to have fun, enjoy their
friends and family, and share something with their acquaintances that can
build lasting relationships. Above all, what Paparazzi Consultants love is
that it’s easy! Below are some tips from some of the best on how to get
started and keep it going strong!
!"#$%&'"(")(%#*+"Once you are enrolled and get your first shipment
in throw a HUGE launch party/open house! Invite and tell everyone! Be
prepared with lots of business cards, hosting a party information and
becoming a consultant information because YOU WILL NEED IT!
!",&"-#"(.(-/+"You will more than likely have some parties booked from
your launch party so continue to do this! Keep your inventory stocked up
so people have lots to choose from! The most successful parties are those
with little or no pressure to buy.
!"#011"020%*&/0"(3&4#"-#+"Give your business cards to family and
friends so when they get complimented on the jewelry they bought from
you they can give out your card. Also carry some with you at all times so if
someone asks, you can run to your car and show them!
!"5#(*")&5-#-20+ Have fun and stay positive. Some parties you’ll have tons
of success and others will not go as well but a positive attitude is the key to
success! Don’t forget to share your successes with others!
!"%06-/,"*&4%"71-0/#5 that your personal inventory changes regularly,
and that every time they come you will have new items for
them to preview. That also means an item they see at one party, may not be
available at another.
!"8405#-&/59+ If you EVER have questions never hesitate to contact your
up line. They will either help you or find someone that can! Also refer to the
Paparazzi Consultants; Non-Corporate Page on FB!

